
H→WW→lνjj analysis: update 
using 4.7 fb−1 data

On behalf of H→WW (lvjj) working group
(January 12, 2012) 
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Recall where we were in December

AN-2011/110 
(Sept ’11) SVN

L = 2.1 fb−1

From Andrea Benaglia 
presentation, Dec 14

Using pre-selection cuts we were 
dominated by syst error ➜ exclusion limit 
from full 4.7 fb−1 data ≈ same as 2.1 fb−1 

For technical 
details see 
Fan Yang’s 
presentation 
in this forum 
on Nov 17.
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Clearly we needed to improve S/B ...

https://indico.cern.ch/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=157054

Dan Green presented a detailed rationale, including several 
illustrated examples, during the last CMS week. His slides are at

Conclusion in December: Tightening the cuts would help, but 
individual cuts are highly inefficient .....

To improve the analysis qualitatively we have

 Optimized a simple likelihood (for each MH) to reduce syst
 Finalized optimized cuts for each MH, nJet, lepton category
 Computed trigger efficiency and data/MC efficiency SFs
 Recomputed systematics and exclusion limits  
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Optimization of likelihood

Apply cut to the likelihood  
output. Use mWW  to set limit.  
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✦Use full kinematics of event 
(matrix element) to discriminate 
between signal and background

✦Κinematics [at LO] described 
by 
{mWW, mjj, θ1, θ2, θ*,Φ,Φ2}
•mlν fixed by kinematic fit, 
one DOF lost (pZ,ν →	 mlν)

θ1, θ2,Φ: helicity angles
θ*,Φ2: production angles

θ2 range = [0,π] (cannot distinguish q-qbar)

Understanding event kinematics

There are five 
angular degrees of 
freedom 
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✦ Set of observables 
• {θ1, θ2, θ*,Φ,Φ2} + {qg (j1), qg (j2)} 

+ {pTWW, yWW} + {lepton charge}
✦ Exclude mWW, mjj from set of observables

• mWW for limit computation
• mjj for sideband extrapolation

✦ Separate MVA output in 4 categories for each 
mass point: 170-200 GeV (every 10), 250-600 
GeV (every 50)
• WW→μνjj in 2- and 3-jet category
• WW→eνjj in 2- and 3-jet category

Use a complete set of observables to optimize

mostly 
uncorrelated
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Inputs, example

mH = 400 GeV:  muon channel, 2-jets category

Small separation 
everywhere, but 
individual cuts 
inefficient
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Correlations, example

mH = 400 GeV:  muon channel, 2-jets category
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Likelihood optimization, an example

Optimize the quantity:

Muon, 2-jets and 3-jets categories Details presented in 
H→WW →lνjj WG meeting 
last week by Fan Yang

An example:
Higgs Signal = 23 ± 20% syst 
Background = 341  ± 4% syst
Significance = 23 /√(341+ 14) = 1.2 
Illustrates why you need a good 
control on the B error, why you 
need a larger S/B, and why you 
need to MEASURE the B error to 
understand the systematics.
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Example: mjj fit used to get bkg normalization

Muons, 2-jets category, MH = 600 GeV

Signal region ⇒ 
not included in fit

Good description of data

Efficiency corrections applied: see my presentation in H→WW (lvjj) working 
meeting on December 7.

Visible peak from 
EWK diboson
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Example: mWW distribution used for limit setting 
Muons, 2-jets category, MH = 600 GeV

Plot for events in the 
signal region ➜ 65 < 
mjj < 95 GeV. No fit 
here. Just stack the 
backgrounds together. Good description of data. 

Normalization of each component came from mjj fit of the previous slide. W+jets 
shape in the above plot is derived from data sidebands. Efficiency applied.
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Improvement in W+jets shape from data
A
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Muons, 2-jets 
category, MH 
= 400 GeV

Still derive W+jets 
shape from data 
sidebands as before:

α . SBLow + (1−α) . SBHigh

But, now parametrize this 
shape (using an exponential) 
to get smooth curve. 
Uncertainty in the parameter 
determines the shape syst. 
Check coverage by assuming 
extreme values of α: [0, 1].
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Second example: another mass point

Muons, 2-jets category, MH = 400 GeV

Signal region ⇒ 
not included in fit

Good description of data. 

Visible peak from 
EWK diboson
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Third example: different channel/ mass point

Electrons, 2-jets category, MH = 500 GeV

Signal region ⇒ 
not included in fit

Good description of data. 

Visible peak from 
EWK diboson
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An example of other systematics: JEC/JER

Use hadronic W from top 
events

JEC and JER in data and MC agree within 0.2%
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Statistics-only limit: muon 2-jets only

muon 2-jets category

Significant improvement wrt. loose cuts. 
Should be ~√2 times better after including 
all 4 categories.
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Limit after full syst: muon 2-jets only

muon 2-jets category

Should be ~√2 times better after including 
all 4 categories.
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Statistics-only limit: mu+ele 2-jets only

Should get a little better after including 3-jet 
categories.
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Limit after full syst: mu+ele 2-jets only

Should get a little better after including 3-jet 
categories.
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 This time we do not want to miss the Moriond deadline. We 
were stuck so far due to large systematic uncertainties. Focus 
sharply on reducing the syst error.
•Optimized a simple likelihood for each MH 
• Use dijet mass (mjj) to derive normalization as before
• Improved data-driven estimation of W+jets shape for mWW

 Reduced syst ➜ improved exclusion limits
• have preliminary result for muon channel 2-jets category
• work ongoing to complete analysis of other three categories

 Working on documentation in parallel
 Will reproduce all results using the agreed-upon PAT-tuples 

with other groups, hopefully in a week’s time scale.

Summary
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